
Well this is the second edition of this “thing” and it was due to be finalised just before Christmas 

but Covid brought that to a thundering and chundering stop. Festivities also had to be cancelled. I 

had hoped to see a dozen or more Snaps flying when we returned in January or February  depend-

ing on your local hall.  Loooooooong covid did away with that also  cos i was in no fit state to 

pound the keys or put two words together let alone compile anything.   

Congratulations to Lew Rodman who wins a lifetime supply of this free newsletter with his 

name of “The Insider” . Many thanks to others who contributed with some lovely ideas .....t’was 

nearly “The Shed Flyer”  or  “The Indoor Rumination” or even the “Indoor Aviation Newsletter”  

Hopefully in time we can get contributions from other indoor groups.  However these were the 

names put forward :-The Insider ,Hummingbird Modeler, The Indoor  Fragmentation, The Indoor 

Deviation, The Indoor Rumination, The Indoor Conversation, The Indoor Salutation, The Indoor 

Salivation, The Indoor Pragmentation, The Indoor Progmentation, The Indoor Lav-iation, The In-

door Inebriation, The Shed Flyer, Indoor Aviation News, Micro Flyer, The indoorium .  

Some truly great ideas among that lot, Hmm must google some of those words ?. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I know its late but I couldn't resist this cartoon .....tells my sense of humour.  

Now its YOUR newsletter so I would welcome any relevant ideas, suggestions, Model reviews, 

old and new,  Ideas, things like model storage, tools that you have made, where can i get “stuff”  

etc etc that might have a bearing on our hobby.  FYI the way I compile this “Thing” is to start with 

a set of blank pages and as stuff comes in they get filled. No time limit on publication so the more 

stuff you send in the more often I can bung one out. 

LET US ALL KNOW.......PLEASE 
  

I forgot this bit in the first edition so iffffffff you have anything that might be of in-

terest to other members please email it to me direct.  

I compose the newsletter in Publisher but can handle simple files and pictures but 

not PDF ones.  
 

Colin Smith .....Mr Ed ........colinkay13@gmail.com  

0418 743 480 BEFORE 8.00pm 

THE INSIDER               No 2 



Aircraft Control 101 and Stabilisers 

Because we fly most of us have some idea of how things work and what happens when 

we waggle the sticks. What follows is a simplification but you should get the idea. 

 No Stabilisation 

This you in control with no magic assistance. This is often called “Expert Mode” ;). 

What we do by moving the sticks is control how quickly the roll, pitch and yaw angles 

change.  So the more stick deflection the faster the aircraft rotates in one of its 

three axes. If the model only has rudder and elevator then we control roll only indi-

rectly with a perceptible. If we have ailerons we control roll directly but also yaw. 

 Simple Gyro or Rate Stabilisation 

 For this form of stabilisation we have three gyroscopes or ”gyros” (just another 

chip in the receiver) that measure how quickly the aircraft is rotating in each of the 

three axes. The sticks now determine the “desired” rates of rotation and if there is 

a difference between the desired rate and what the gyros measure then the stabi-

liser (control computer) changes the control surface position (deflection) to achieve 

the desired rate. If the sticks are centered then the aircraft will stop rotating but 

the aircraft should return to level flight by itself unless it some mad concoction of a 

designer or an F35. 

 Sudden turbulence can cause a difference between the rate measured by the gyros 

and the desired rate commanded by the sticks. In that case the stabiliser makes a 

correction by moving the control surfaces appropriately. The overall effect of gyro 

stabilisation is to make the aircraft behave like a larger heavier aircraft. 

 Manufacturers often use a small amount of gyro stabilisation even if you select Ex-

pert Mode. 

 Attitude Stabilisation Using Accelerometers 

 For the more recent stabilisers we add three “accelerometers” (usually in the same 

chip as the gyroscopes). A gross simplification is that accelerometers collectively 

know (Gravity) where “down” is and this allows us to control the roll and pitch 

“angles”. They do not however allow is to control the yaw angle. The stick deflections 

are now used to set the desired aircraft angles (attitude) for the roll or pitch axes. 

The stabiliser in turn uses the gyro values to get to the desired angle at a “sensible” 

rate. The gyros are still getting rid of turbulence and other disturbances like hitting 



the walls and ceiling trusses! The accelerometers however are responsible for ac-

tively getting the aircraft back level but only if you let go the sticks. 

 This form of stabilisation (sometimes called Safe, Recovery …. and Beginner Mode) 

also applies limits to the maximum roll and pitch angles to around 20 degrees. This 

means no aerobatics.   

 You can usually switch to gyro stabilisation in flight but manufacturers continue to 

use the accelerometers when the sticks are centered. 

 Setup 

 The Editor will probably write an article on setting your aircraft’s Centre of Gravity 

correctly but your aircraft should glide by itself with all control surfaces “neutral”. 

Test by carefully hand launching into a gentle glide at the speed it will normally fly 

at. Add/remove Blue Tack until it glides nicely in a straight line. You should only have 

to do this once. 

 Put your aircraft on a flat surface immediately after you connect the battery. The 

controller needs to record the gyro and accelerometers values when the aircraft is 

quite still (not rotating). The gyro values will not be zero and can change with tem-

perature. If accelerometers are used the same applies for initialisation. Often this 

initialisation is terminated by throttling  up, sometimes it is a simple timer and some-

times it just refuses to bind or throttle up until the aircraft is completely still. If 

you just hold the aircraft in the air at some odd angle admiring its beauty as it com-

pletes its initialisation then the aircraft will attempt to fly at that attitude! 

 There are lots of BS terms/labels used for stabilisers including 9axis, 6 and even 9 

gyros; ignore all of that. Once you have the stabilisers initialised pick the aircraft 

and rock it around and try to convince yourself that your stabiliser is moving the 

control surfaces appropriately and that the sticks are moving the surfaces in the 

correct direction. 

 Whether you use stabilisers or like to fly without stabilisation is entirely your own 

choice as having fun is the most important thing. I fly with a small amount of gyro 

stabilisation if any. 

Prof. Greg Dec 2022 
 

Thanks Greg, clear and concise as always, now we all know exactly what is being done to what-

ever waggly bit and with whatever and maybe the driver/pilot actually thinks he is piloting the 

plane smoothly and precisely ......anyway I think this subject has been well and truly covered.   



 

What a bloody good idea. Bit-o balsa and lakker band to 

hold on the motor.....I’ll bet there is blue tack in there 

somewhere.....its Andrew Halstead’s model  after all.  

Latest news is that he was test flying it at MM last week 

and all looks very promising.  

Silence is golden especially where the prop is inset 

in the wing......Greg Egan has solved the problem 

to a great degree BUT which way is it flying ?.  

Is it a Pusher or a Puller ?????? and does the slot 

shape make a difference which side its on ?. The 

bits cut out can always be reattached, so whats your 

way ?. Stay tuned and all will be re-

vealed.....eventually ! 

Another BG Idea and this one from 

Ian Jemmeson.... Suspend the model 

from two slings around wings and 

then hang it somewhere. Great for 

checking CG and also that the D/F 

unit works as it should.  

Shhhh....dont tell him he hasn't in-

stalled the motors yet.  

Its a BG Idea to NOT leave gearbox and motor on 

the ground when parking your car. Result of a dis-

agreement twixt a 10mm gearbox and prop driver 

and a car wheel. Good news is that the plug on the 

end of the wire survived. All else was crushed be-

yond repair ......Ouch !!!!!......buggrit was heard. 

This is the tiny motor plug to a 

micro board for the motor. 

B Small and easy to overheat the 

plastic bit when soldering the 

wires onto it.......... 

Use a heatsink on the contacts 

and save the plastic from melt-

ing....works great. 

Small wires are always a 

pain it hold when solder-

ing AH has the solution 

with a cuppla lumps of 

blue tack.  

Works triffik  

Did anybody hear about the 

lady complaining when she 

came last in the breast stroke 

short course swimming champs.  

She reckoned the other girls 

cheated by using their arms ! 



Ever since I had my first rubber powered flight way back in the last century with a Peck Polymers 

kit I have been fascinated with rubber stuff. We had a ball with 4 of us, as I recall, building the 

same model and flying them on an old church hall with a very low ceiling. Great fun to beat your 

mate with long distance flights of under a minute. Seems like ages when you are up there circling .  

Anyway when Covid locked us down I was bored and went walkabout on the net and found 

SNAPS.  I built one using freezer bag as covering and some rubber I had scrounged from Brian 

Ealy...... before covid I think. So I am giving you this to ponder over during the Christmas and 

New Year when everything is closed and most of Melbourne is up in Queensland. Make one, it 

really is simple and use lacker bands from Officeworks.....Size 16 or  18  I think........ and cut a 

prop out of a plastic bottle....”Simples” . The wing rib shape is not too important and the angle of 

incidence can be modified for increased performance, which is all part of the learning curve. 

The original plan can be downloaded just by goggling “Scraps indoor rubber plane” 

https://www.indoorfreeflight.com/scraps.html  

Or just look on outerzone for Scraps........ Seriously easy to build with a bit-o-balsa a glue stick and 

freezer bag as covering. I use either balsa cement or diluted white glue cos I am cyano intolerant. 

A google search of “You Tube” will give you masses of interesting info about a truly fascinating part 

of our obsession, otherwise known as a hobby. 
 

Finally this bloke seems to be the know-all about indoor flying and his website will show you exactly 

how to build one. 

https://jhaerospace.com/product/scraps-indoor-living-room-flier/ 

There is a step by step instruction guide how to build one.....fascinating to say the least and what skill. 

DID YOU KNOW :- 

DUST.......... is Mud with the juice squeezed out.  



Here are a few other models to google both from the Peterborough model flying club  

https://peterboroughmfc.org 

Gyminie Cricket, Ferguson Flyer  plus numerous others which, iff, you dont like flying them with 

rubber motors they can easily be converted to differential thrust models or even bung a brick in 

them for radio control mayhem  or the actuator gear from Ice Creams or other lightweights.   

We are modellers and modifliers and  so lets modifry with electrics. How small can YOU go ?     

 

GYMINIE 

CRICKET 
 

The model  

not the bloke !  

and  

a simple  

Diffyfrust  

conversion 

I couldn't resist showing these.....love em cos they 

are so inexpensive and give such good value for 

money in time and enjoyment . 

Bits from an “I Scream” ? 



After the last edition showing the plan of Sky Dart and the wingspan of 373mm I think I was 

asked how do you scale a model from a plan..... so here goes. 

1. Take it to Officeworks and ask them to increase the size to whatever you want.  However 

from my own experience you have to be VERY specific with your request. Measure some-

thing on your plan, lets say its 250mm for example and then say you want it  increased to 

650mm and let them do the simple maths, dont confuse them.  

2. Lets stick with skydart and that 373 wingspan...YUK.... what a horrid number and iff you 

increase it to 400 nobody will be any the wiser, similarly downsize to 250 . So by using your 

own method increase the plan to the largest possible on an A4 sheet and then make a simple  

scale rule with a 25-40mm wide piece of paper or card and them measure the wing. It doesn't 

matter how wide it actually is, the mark you make on the paper is all that matters .  

The next step is to fold it in half giving you 200 then again and 100 appears . Next will be 50 and 

so on down as far as you want to fold.  The next step is to offer your scale alongside the bit you 

want to measure ......simples.... innit , except that i should have used a longer piece of card as an 

examples hence the crossed out figures. Just put the 300 on one end of fuz say and then look at 

what the scale is reading for the other end. Likewise use the small end to measure the distance 

from prop to L/E of wing. An so on. I make paper templates for ALL componants and see how 

they all fit on my foam sheet......might have to adjust something to get maximum useage .  

 

RED Wine DOES NOT make you FAT  …… 

                                     it makes you LEAN……… 
 

against tables, chairs, floors, walls and ugly people. 



How is it that we put man on the moon before we figured out it would be a good 

idea to put wheels on luggage?   

To start this section these are a few of my homemade bits n pieces starting at the top with an old 

27meg aerial that has been pulled apart into 6-8 sections and now used as hole “punches”, Very 

useful on soft material such as Depron etc. Ally angle and tee off cuts of various lengths make 

great sanding blocks as do lumps of wood, if its got a flat surface glue sandpaper to it of different 

grades . The Tee piece has 5 grades and the angle has 4 grades which is great for sanding two sides 

at once. Cork with 1.5mm wire or a needle rammed up it works fine as a gimlet. Old aerial with 

big Neodinium magnet bonded to it then heat shrinked....great for dropped screws etc. Dress mak-

ers snippers (Spotlight) ideal for trimming covering. Then its a heavy duty hole punch great fot 

walloping through plastic . Next is a favourite of mine and is just a short length of a broken Hack-

saw blade with MDF handles each side as micro saw. Glue 2, 3 or even 4 blades for differing 

thickesses ideal for wing rib cut-outs.  

TOOL TIME....show us all your own homemade tools......Please. 

Micro Drills BUT with a drill 

holder complete with multiple size 

jaws....couldn't do without this one, 

plus I can grip it with my battery 

drill for harder action. Both came 

from a Banggood in their heyday 

but can be sourced from sellers at 

hobby shows. Model Train shows 

are a triffik source of much needed 

“stuff”, both new and second hand. 

 



 So how many clamps 

have you got ? ...I 

will bet you always 

need  another couple 

when clamping a fid-

dly bit ....so how 

many types in this 

drawer?. Two lolly 

sticks and a cuppla 

lakker bands....you 

work it out .. 

Penrose Triangle 
No workshop should be without one  

Sticky wheels ... Cut a 

slot in an old business 

card then jamb the lump 

of card between wheel 

and keeper while glue 

dries . Remove card and 

wheel should spin 

freely. 

 Keeper is another piece 

of card or plastic 

PUNCHED out then 

reamed and UHU’d to 

axle. 

Messy Workspace, I use lids and cheap plastic contain-

ers to put things in before filing them away properly.  
To be never found again if my workshop is anything to go by. 

DID YOU KNOW 
UHU never really sets 100% 

hard so can be used as a 

“BLOB” with backing for such 

things as keeping Props or 

wheels on. 



Members Models......finished or not 

Mark Irwing has found a Pteranodon plan on Outer-

zone. Depronised and destined for diffyfrust I think. 

But how does it fly Mark ? 

While awaiting delivery he knocked up a replica of one of 

his favourite outdoor planes a ME 163. Its still waiting a 

powerplant maybe a single or perhaps a twin motor set 

up....sorry NO jetex indoor Noel. Looks to be a goer by the 

build and has waggly bits on the wings.....aero’s perhaps ? 

Noel Hislop has made a fine flyer from the latest J-bug kit 

from Micron Wings and it flies a good as it looks. Excellent 



 Ron VB showed us what santa had brought him 

at the Mullum Mullum break up . 

His new E-flite Twin Otter. 

 Fanbloodytastic to look at and eventually, when 

he plucked up courage, it flew fanbloodytastically. 

Very scale like and stable with all that techno stuff 

inside. 

Its available from Model Flite and Metro Hobbies 

now but be warned and take your heart pills be-

fore looking at the price .  

Visitor Ray Cooper had a few other things in his car other than a set of  LARGE foam wings , 

namely a couple of  485 span  epp chuckies that had been modified and  electrified. One with a 

single up front and t’othe with a twin set up in series. Both showed us what a triffick flyer Ray is 

by doing repeated  landings on the seat-strip. And he only needed a few attempts before nailing it. 

I cant complete with such accuracy as a stick twiddler but then its not really a fair contest cos Ray 

has been Victorian slope aerobatic Champ a few times over the decades and has numerous world 

records in the Guinness World Record book to his credit, ably supported by his pit grew of John 

Bird and Greg Egan of course. Thats another story and one that needs a lot of pages to recount. 

Ray has given us the specs on both models and so over to Ray :- They use the KMart models I 

have are 485mm span.  Motors used for both models are 8.5 x 20mm sourced from Micron 

Wings.. Batteries for both models are 380mAhr. Props are 55mm also from Micron Wings. The 

twin is wired in series NOT Parallel and both model also go well off the slope in mild to blustery 

conditions or outside from just about anywhere. 

This is just a suggestion  BUT Rubber models are very slow and fragile so a sensible suggestion 

would be to select a set time to fly them ONLY.....10  to 15 minuter slot, say, a  few times each 

meet?  

ALL OTHER PLANES 100% GROUNDED AND OUT OF THE SKY.  
 

However, in all fairness, the rubber guys MUST be 100% ready for the off and not just start the 

winding process at the start of the session.... cos this can take ages ......”simples” ?   



AUSTRALIN WOODEN WARBIRDS........... DHA GLIDERS 

It will never fly indoors, will it Ron ?  Ron Hickman brought along his nearly finished 1/6 scale 

version of the DHA G2 version of a wooden wonder of Australian design . At 2.6 metre span and 

with a chord of 450 balsa stocks will be in short supply when he covers the wings top and bottom 

in 1.5 or 2mm balsa...How many sheets Ron? Now its over to Ron for his description of the beast. 

Info on glider, mine is the g2 version.  The construction currently is a integration of  plans from 

Glen Salisbury and Tim Moreland  ( VARMS ) with the fuz being sheeted in ply. The aerotow point 

is in the nose rather than the bridle wing setup in the real aircraft. My scale is 1/6 so the wingspan 

should work out at about 2.6m.  The expected flying weight depends on who you speak to, Greg 

has calculated less than 5kg however he has not had experience with my builds.  I tend to not 

weigh my models as what I don’t know won’t hurt me.....Ron Hickman. 

Storage room for a couple of 

dozen of our models inside this 

monster 
Just a thought Ron, but I wonder if we will see parachutists com-

ing out the doors in the not too distant future . ? 

Ron has a few BIG- Un’s and 

they all aerotow and fly very 

well....so fingers crossed.                 

Any volunteers for a hand 

launch ?  

Ok........ but only from a 

slope.....a VERY BIG slope. 

There is a mass of stuff on google for those interested.....Mr Ed 



Foam core wing panels were cut by 

Ray Cooper with his home made 

CNC foam cutter. Ray came all the 

way up from darkest Drouin to de-

liver them to Ron which is why we 

can see them on the plane. Ron also 

confirms that he is using a scale sec-

tion, but which one ? .  Great job with 

the foam Ray, do you take orders ? 

 

Cockpit has been partially finished 

with pilots seat Mk 1 non ejecting 

type of course  and will no doubt get 

a pilot in due course. Good job on the 

worst part ....the framing and glazing. 

All in all a great job and what modelling is all about, no matter the size . Thanks Ron and Ray.  

OK..... so 2600 span 450 chord how many sheets of balsa ...answers to me on a $5.00 note please  



Aeroscale for quality custom Cano-

pies, Spun Spinners and Cowls. 

Think SCALE think AEROSCALE 

Over 300 plugs in stock. Vacuum size 

up to 900 L x 250 H x 480 W. Various 

canopy 

and vac formed aircraft parts in stock 

now. 

Canopy prices can be found at 

www.aeroscale.com.au. 

All vacuum formed in house by a pur-

pose built commercial vacuum forming 

machine by a modeller for a modeller. 

4 individual vacuum table sizes for op-

timum performance. 

Custom aluminium spinners and cowls 

hand crafted to your specifications 

and machined back plates for 2,3 or 4 

bladed propellers. 

Spinners have no holes or screws visi-

ble from the front only around the 

base plate. 

Sizes up to 300 mm in diameter. 

Cowls are one piece and can have the 

cowl flaps spun into the cowl for true 

scale 

appearance. 

Plugs for cowls are turned on a wood 

lathe and then transferred to the Eng-

lish 

purpose built metal spinning lathe and 

spun from a single aluminium disk to 

the 

required shape for outstanding quality. 

Sizes up to 300 mm in diameter. Lar-

ger sizes available upon request. 

Check out the website for further de-

tails.  

Thanks to Peter Zambory for this info 

although probably a bit big for our 

models  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=h7v0Udy8waI  
 

Prof Greg reckons we can all learn 

things from this build video and others 

on the same site plus it might encourage 

us to get building instead of spending 

our hard earned overseas  on ready built. 

Its a great “how to build” video from 

Micron Wings BUT I would disagree 

with his method of snapping knife 

blades with fingers. Much safer to use 

pliers and wrap the snapped bit in mask-

ing tape before disposal.  

Nuf Sed ......them’s your fingers, mine 

have plenty of scars. ! 

 Now this isn't an ad for Micron Wings 

but before Xmas I wanted a couple of 

things that would normally be sent in an 

envelope......plus the items cost way way 

less than the  $9 postage ... WOW !!!!!!. 

However an email to Mark got the post-

age reduced and I got my bits in very 

quick time....great service so sometimes 

it pays to just ask a question.  

Now if you haven't spent a day or more 

browsing his Micron Wings site then 

you are missing out. Jeez its a chock 

block full of tips n tricks and how to’s 

not to mention motor windings, direc-

tions, etc etc etc plus all those little bits 

we cant do without ....well he’s got them 

in stock and his kits are very good value 

for money because they actually do fly 

well and are relatively inexpensive.  

The bug especially......perhaps we could 

pylon race them at low level around Mi-

chael Bests poles but under the limbo 

tapes .  

Wot no limbo tapes Michael ?????? 



EACHINE MINI CESSNA 

Early on last year during one of our many flying breaks with Covid I just happen to be looking at 
the Ali Express website and saw the Mini Cessna advertised at a competitive price. 

Looking Through the plane’s statistics I noted it was made from EP foam which made it a little on 
the heavy side but with a 55Cm wingspan my thought at the time was it should make it a rea-
sonably slow flyer, so tempted I ordered one with the 2x400ma battery option 

The box arrived in a reasonable time, luckily for me my wife was out shopping at the time of de-
livery, so far so good! .......No explaining to do there.....whoopee. 

Open the box up all good no damage A little work to do joining up the wiring and screw on the 
wings and fit the undercarriage which doesn’t take long and now the stickers which need to be 
stuck on various parts of the plane to give it some authenticity and characteristics Not very sticky 
said stickers and need assistance  with some Blustik to hold in place. 

 

 Model also comes with its own radio unfortunately Mode 2! not much good however a quick 
look on some RC sites reveals the solution the available 2.4 frequency variant is available with my 
Radio Master TX. 

Time passes and “Whoopee” the Government decides its okay to meet indoor in groups again, 
the next flying day at Boronia the Cessna take to the air unfortunately to the disappointment of 



the owner It is very tail heavy and tip stalls, landing heavily and breaking the prop not only that 
but the prop driver as well. Done flying for the day !!! 

Back home check the website for spare parts, non-available, luckily, I find prop of the same size in 
my junk box but with a different bore size but never mind I work out a way that I should be able 
to adapt it. I take a chance and order a prop driver coupling that might do the job. 

All good, after some delay the plane is in one piece again and lined up at Boronia for some more 
testing with some ballast on the front to get the CofG right. Alas! I barely get off the floor too 
much weight for the grunt available 

Sitting on the toilet pondering the problem with the plane a thought occurs “What If I shift the 
battery” it will be difficult as it is located in a specific holder but can be done with that wonderful 
product Velcro’s

 

Moving the battery forward makes a lot of difference to the flying characteristics the tip stall 
problem is still there but nowhere near as pronounced when flying speed is slowed right down. 
The other problem has been the undercarriage wheels which tend to come off their rollers. A 
small drop of Cyno helps a lot 

In conclusion I would not recommend the Mini Cessna for indoor flying. It has to be flown far too 
fast for the average flyers but outdoors it could be a lot of fun if you had a smooth runway 

Lew Rodman 

YAWN:      An honest opinion openly expressed. 



Have you noticed how everything is getting dearer and dearer and more technical with open tx 

swamping the market. Its almost impossible to buy a ready to fly model without stabilisation.  

Yep, most of the Differential Thrust models have got it and I admit I hate it.....t’aint flying in my 

book.  

Where have the model mags have gone with all those juicy adverts ? Probably the same place the 

model shops, although some have been converted into “toy” shops because that is where the profits 

are. 

Well this mag is going to promote the building and flying of proper models no matter iff they are built 

from Balsa, paper or depron or whatever. Things that can be made by fingers and ingenuity and a bit 

of glue. To that end there is a new seller on the internet  

Ickysticky that seem to have a lotta glues n “stuff” 

XCRC is the only true model shop that I know of, and  he has a beaut range of “stuff” from big planes 

down to little rubber kits....great for a browse but check his opening hours first.  

Micron Wings I have already mentioned, and he has got the stuff that most other people haven't cos he 

is only for the lightweight flyer. 

Overseas you might browse and drool at Easy Built Models but the cost is in the postage from the 

USA ...get together and bulk order perhaps. 

Have you seen the elderly gent lugging a huge camera around...well that probably John Lamont who 

publishes the only true Australian model flying magazine. Its available FREE on the internet just send 

him your email address.... Its a good insight into what others are doing.  

Australian Model News is the place to look.....worth a google, you might see yourself.   

 

It appears that we are getting some headings already 

Tool Time, What a Bloody Good Idea, Members models, Model reviews (warts and all) 

Rubber Flight or should that be Rubber Fright ?,  Where can I buy that ? Items for sale  

 

Next edition....who knows what YOU will send in ? 

 
 Hopefully our Differential Thrust Guru, Andrew Halstead, will shed some light on this fascinating 

subject. All I know is Black and White is always right  .....at least I think that’s what he said ! 

 

Prof Greg says he will spill the beans on all his deltas , providing he returns from his cruise  

uncovidicated .....is that actually a word ? 

 

More things to make for your workshop  

 

Plus a couple of indoor flyers  

 

How the Sky Dart is progressing.......yep, its been started but how is yours progressing ? 

 

FINALLY ...what a bloody good idea BUT  

What is it ? 

and  

what is it used for ? 

 

Answers on a $10 note please . 


